How our tools accommodate different learning objectives

This illustration visualizes how our partners categorize and use our tools in tandem with their learning environments. It can help gauge your pedagogical needs and how our tools can fulfill them.

**Content Creation**: Tools used by students and faculty to create multimedia content like videos, websites and more.

**Content Delivery & Annotation**: Tools to help instructors deliver interactive course content and information, and track student learning.

**Discussion**: Tools to facilitate peer discussions on handed-in work or course specific topics.

**Quizzes & Polling**: Synchronous and asynchronous tools that help assess individual and class-wide learning.

**Feedback**: Tools to help instructors give effective feedback and grades.

**Academic Integrity**: Exam and assignment monitoring tools to maintain academic integrity. Tools include proctoring and plagiarism checkers.

**Homework/Assignment**: Tools for instructors to assess student assignments in a streamlined manner on scale.